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INTRODUCTION 
In this  attempt to outline  the  main  phases  .in  the  -unveiling  of 
the  north in terms of present-day research, we  define “North” 
as  all  the  regions bordering the Atlantic  Ocean  which  Strabo 
contains in his expression ““Paroceanitide”; i.e., northwest 
Gaul (including  the  province of Beigium),  the  Britannic Isles, 
Lower Germany, and  the  Scandinavian  peninsula. 
Between the  time of Herodotus, who.wrote about 500 B.C. 
that  he  had  met  no-one  who  .had  seen  the sea which  was  re- 
puted to be at the,extremity of Europe  and  no-one  who .knew 
the Cassiterides islands,’ andthe time  of Tacitus, who  wrote in 
.the Life of Agricolu,2 published in A.D. 98: “We have COR- 
quered  the  whole of Britain”, there occurred a major  event of 
historical  and  scientific  importance - the  voyage of Pytheas 
- .which  was an exploit never  surpassed by any  achievement 
ofthe Romans. 
THE  SO.URCES  AVAILABLE 
Latin  and  Greek .literary sources are more  common  than is 
generally  assumed.  Apart  ,from  the  systematic  information of 
Strabo in his Geogruphy, of Pliny the .Eider in his Natural. 
History, of Tacitus in  his Life of Agricolu and Germany and. in 
several  passages in  his Histories and Annuls, of P t ~ l e m y , ~  or 
finally  of  the Notitiu Dign i t~ tum,~  there are 50 other authors 
who  give  us a scattering of information.’ The very works of 
the poets  provide  valuable information. For example, Martial 
speaks of the. “exotic specialities” which  reached  Rome,  and 
Seneca  the Elder6 transcribed 20 little-known verses of a flow- 
ery orator describing a North Sea tempest, which could. be 
read simply as the flight of an unbridled imagination, but 
which  in  .fact describes the  -fleet. of Germanicus .surprised by 
the great equinoctial tides’on its  return in A.D. 16.7 
The problems of interpreting these texts lie in the wide 
geographical  and temporal dispersion of the .evidence, which 
makes a chronological order difficult  to  establish I --.ethno- 
graphical  motifs come. and’go in space and time - and, to 
mentalities  open  to  magic and superstition, the stories of 
mythology  mask  the realities. which .astonished or terrified the 
Mediterranean  peoples. * 
Nor  should epigraphs9 as a source material be forgotten, for, 
.at  least  in  Roman times, they specify  chronological events and 
evidence of the  occupation of territories and they reveal  the 
veneration  felt for navigators  such as Nehalennia.10 
The increase in archaeological data, thanks  to aerial surveys 
and underwater exploration, is helping.towards a better under- 
standing of ancient writings and a’  new .appraisal of old. 
.material. 
To these  sources  should  be  added the texts  of  the  early  Mid- 
dle Ages  which,  especially in the case of records  pertaining to 
worship,  sometimes preserve the  memory of prehistoric 
events. I 
BEFORE  PYTHEAS 
It .appears certain today that the seas of thenorthwest - the 
Atlantic,  the  .English  Channel.  and  the  North Sea - have  been 
sailed  since prehistoric times, 1 I not  only  by .local  populations 
but by navigators come from afar. There is archaeological 
proof for this .in the geographical ,spread ,of  the  megalithic 
culture and further proof.in textual  allusions: for instance, one 
can quote  Homer’s  indirect  knowledge of the  long  circumpolar 
nights.’*  Without  going so fa.rI3  as to situate the Cimmerians 
in C ~ r n w a l l ~ ~  or as to place certain,episodes €rom the  Odyssey 
in the British Isles, we can accept that. Homer’s epic does 
reflect a certain amount of geographical, maritime, and  mete- 
orological knowledge probably passed by word  of  mouth 
amongst the sailors from distant parts, in particular the 
kingdom of Tartessos,” who  encountered  each other in var- 
ious ports. It is known  that  the Phoenicians and, later on, the 
Carthaginians tried to secure control over this sea area for 
themselves, either by chasing off ather Mediterranean sailors 
who followed-them or by luring them deliberately into dan- 
gerous  waters. l 6  This ‘is one reason for the. classical authors’ 
-long ignorance of the  northern regions. 
THE  CONTRIBUTION OF PYTHEAS 
Pytheas’s journey .has been  much  discussed  and  many 
guesses  made  as  to  his itinerary and  places  visited  according to
the time, speedi6. and means  at  his disposal. Did.he.reach Ice- 
.land, Norway, and  the coasts of Germania? In which direction 
did  he start his  voyage  of  discovery and. from  which direction 
did  he  regain the-Mediterranean? All these questions, includ- 
ing  the  political  background of the  Age  of  Alexander,  which 
favoured Pyheas and,the commercial  and  scientific  aims of  his. 
expedition, have  been  treated at definitive length by R. 
Dion. 
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What is no longer in doubt  today is the reality of Pytheas’s 
voyage. Ancient writers constantly refer to  it, mostly in an 
admiring fashion, including  even Strabo who,  echoing 
P~lybius,’~ accuses  Pytheas  several  times of lying’* - either 
because he  was irritated by  his prestigious  predecessor or per- 
haps, as  R.  Dion suggests, because of the  unsuccessful designs 
of  Rome  on Great  Britain. l 9  
Some  people  might .take the  discovery of a stater from  Cy- 
renezo on a north-coast  beach of Armorica  as  archaeological 
proof of Pytheas’s voyage. Evidence suggests that it comes 
from a shipwreck but this isolated discovery, while  providing 
grounds for reflection, is not sufficient  proof  that it came  from 
one  of  Pytheas’s  ships  which  discovered  Ouxisame  (Ouessant) 
and the country of the  Osismii: resris unus, tesris n u l l u ~ . ~ ’  
The most remarkable  contribution  made by Pytheas was  in 
the  field  of  astronomy  and concerns the representation of the 
world. The numerous  Greek  and  Latin  geographers  who  quote 
him - not  all  of  whom  can be named  here - mention  his ob- 
servations on the position of the stars, the differing length of 
the  days  and nights, and  the  connection  between the tides  and 
the phases of the moon.22 Pytheas prepared the ground and 
made  possible  Eratosthenes’ system. He could  have no higher 
praise  than  that of the great navigator  Bougainville: “A skilled 
astronomer, an observant natural philosopher, an accurate 
geographer and a courageous seafarer, his  voyages  have con- 
tributed  to  the  improvement  .of  knowledge.  about  the terrestrial 
We also owe to Pytheas a collection of practical  observa- 
tions: 
- on  marine life, the tides, the “marine lung” (that  mixture 
of earth, water, and  mist  which so terrified the Mediterranean 
people), and the frozen sea, .these last two  ideas  being desig- 
nated  apparently by Celtic words;2S 
globe.” 
- on sea monsters;24 
- on the coasts  and  even  on  the interior of the country; its 
animal  and  vegetable (algae)  life;25 
- on the  coastal populations, their way  o,f life and  their  pro- 
duce, their forms of worship  and cultural in.fluences.26 
One  can agree with R. Dion  that  Pytheas  pursued  his  expedi- 
tion  in  the spirit of the true explorer.z7 
But the  Massaliot’s “realia’? were  closely  intermingled.with 
nordic  myths  which  extended over a very  long  period  of  his- 
tory, even if there is no time  here  to  make a proper analysis:28 
these  legends  were either about  historical  populations  such  as 
the  Cimmerians or Scythians29 or imaginary, such as the 
stories about  the  Hyperboreans,30  the  amber routes, anaThu1e 
(a  vague  term  whose  mythical  importance  explains  the  apoca- 
lyptic nature of the later Gothic  migrations3’)  and Atlantis. A 
notable feature is  the way localities are displaced  following  the 
enlargement of geographical. knowledge. Ultima Thule is a 
homologue for Cerne.32 In general, for all the topographical 
locations we shall consider that  Roman  representations centre 
on  Rome,  though  we  shall also take  into  account certain 
customs of speech  common to seafarem33’ 
There is abundant literature concerning  the  peopling of the 
Ostimniens,34 the Ictis i s i a n d ~ , ~ ~  and  the Ca~sirerides~~ which 
became so important towards the end  of antiquity. 
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FROM PYTHEAS TO THE TIME OF CAESAR 
It appears  that  Pytheas’s  voyage had  no lasting  commercial 
advantages for the Greeks, probably because the favourable 
conditions  which had helped  the  navigator  from  Massalia to 
force the passage through the Straits of Gibraltar no longer 
pertained. After Alexander’s death the channel closed once 
more and only Carthage exploited the fruitful commercial 
trade of  the Atlantic. Even after the collapse.of the  Metropolis 
this  situation  stayed  the  same for the  colonies  which  subsisted 
for a time along the Spanish and Moroccan shores of the 
Atlantic. 37 
The best  proof  of  this  is demonstrated by the  lack  of success 
of Polybius’s enquiry, made  at.  Scipio’s request, as to the  north 
and  south  issues of the straits: the  Gaul traders summoned  to- 
gether by the R0mans3~ to give an answer to this either could 
not or would  not furnish any information on  the tin routes, per- 
haps because a mutual silence protected their obvious com- 
mercial  interests  against  the  danger of outside competition, or 
perhaps  because  they  each  travelled  different sections.of the 
route .and none  of  them  knew  the  whole trade  route  from  one 
extremity  to the other. 
We can only  guess  that  the traffic between  Gaul.  and  Great 
Britain was  in the  hands  of  the  Veneti,39  but  it  would  explain 
the  desperation of the Roman  attempts to destroy their tha- 
lassocracy . The  consequences of the defeat  .of  the  Veneti  on 
the  political andeconomic restructuring of  west  Gaul  were far- 
reaching. The aerial photographic  discovery of a sunken port 
at Talmont40 raises the hypothesis that the main centre of 
Atlantic  ommunications  moved, after the defeat of the 
Veneti, to the  Santones, which  had supported Caesar!’ before 
passing.very soon afterwards to Bordeaux. 
CAESAR 
What were Caesar’s motives in landing in Great Britain42 
and in crossing the Rhine? There were the obvious military 
reasons, also the “right of pursuit”  into  “distant 
sanctuaries”; one  should  remember  that  the island, cradle of 
the Druid~,~3 served as a refuge for Commius at rebate^.^^ 
There were economic designs: the obsession with the rich 
trade in amber  and tin. Suetonius also mentions  pearls in Bri- 
tain.45 Parallel with this we  should  not exclude. a genuine  sci- 
entific  curiosity in Caesar’s case (witness Bonaparte’s explora- 
tions in Egypt). However,  the overriding reason  was 
political:46 to  acquire  the conqueror’s prestige and  to emulate 
Alexander by discovering new countries and annexing them, if 
possible, to his Empire. 
THE JULIO-CLAUDIANS AND THE  FLAVIANS 
Under  these dynasties geographical  discoveries  were 
brought  about by wars.47 Augustus appears to have  had  some 
projects concerning the island, but renounced them and con- 
tented himself with developing commercial links and trying 
unsuccessfully  to  annex Gern~ania.~” The  northern  recon- 
naissance expedition on which he sent his fleet, hoping to 
discover a Northeast Passage, ended in failure  because  of  the 
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geographical factor, and  the  revolt  of Arminius  made him give 
up the  hope of creating a greater Roman Germania. Caligula’s 
northern ambitions were ridiculed at Rome.49 Things were 
taken more seriously under C l a u d i u ~ , ~ ~  but his successors, 
either through  genuine  feelings of pacifism5’ or more  probably 
through  negligence,  abandoned  the  reins to freedmer1,~2 which 
prevented  Agricola  from  following  through  his gains. The  var- 
ious phases of this conquest are recounted by Tacitus in his 
Life of  his father-in-law - even if his critical judgment as a 
historian, with regard to the imperial tyrants, is slightly col- 
oured by family  and  national pride.s3 In spite of this  limitation, 
it is  impossible  to  overestimate our debt  to  his Life ofAgricolu 
and  his Germanias4 for factual nordic  knowledge at the end of 
the first century A.D.5s These ethnographic  monographs,  gen- 
erally based  on  first-hand information, are of exceptional  in- 
terest  to  us today. 
ROMAN POLICY 
Before ending this rapid outline we cannot avoid bringing 
judgment  to  bear on  the aims of Rome. The Roman  occupation 
was  of great consequence and  highly structured, whether  one 
considers  the  network of roadsS6 or the  system of fortifications 
and frontier zones,  increasingly better known through archae- 
010gy.~~ It is  evident  that  on  the outskirts of  the Empire, where 
large  numbers of troops were stationed, the  processes  of 
Romanization  and  syncretism  were  likely to be furthest  devel- 
oped.38 But it remains a fact:  Rome  stopped her advance on 
lines  which do not seem to us today, with hindsight, to have 
been  the  best  from a strategic point  of  view; for example, the 
Rhine,  Hadrian’s  Wall,  and  the  Antonine  Wall.  What  Tacitus 
calls  thefaru imperiis9 should  be  recalled here. Perhaps a deep 
fear of the  unknown  was  disguised  behind a wish for peace.60 
Should one invoke  the  philosophical  interpretation of  the 
Stoics?61 Certainly economic considerations came into ac- 
count. Strabo reflects  the  official  point  of  view  when  he  says 
he  is  only interested in inhabited regions, for which  we  should 
read “inhabited by settled populations”. Northern  Britain and 
Germania  above  all  were  occupied by people who were still 
more or less nomadic and difficult to pin down. For the 
Romans,  as for a Greek  like Strabo, more of a chorographer 
than a geographer, being interested in human and economic 
geography  as a means of serving policy, the limits of  Roman 
culture only took into consideration the part of the known 
world  which  was  deemed “useful”. 
A SUMMARY OF ROMAN KNOWLEDGE 
How  should  Roman  knowledge oflhe northwest frontiers of 
her  Empire  about A.D. 1 0 0  be assessed? 
- There were  the trade  routes  for  amber and minerals (tin, 
lead, and silver from Britain),62 the slave traffic, and some 
nordic “specialities”. 
- There were  the  men  who travelled  between  the  northern 
territories and  the centre: soldiers and traders, not  all  of  whom 
traversed the whole distance, sailors.63 envoys and pilgrims 




- There were a few pioneers in search of  profits and, above 
all, merchandise passing from one market to another, some- 
times  going  far  beyond  the frontiers of  the Empire.66 
- There  were  the men  of letters who  lauded  the exploits of 
the travellers and  the victories of  the c~nquerors .~~ 
Inversely.  the  northwest  regions  knew  about  the “centre of 
power” even in earliest times, as the mosaic patterns or- 
namenting  certain  Roman  villas  attest to an acquaintance with 
the Aeneid. 
RESEARCH  PROSPECTS 
There seem to be  two  approaches: 
1) On the one hand, there is considerable development in ar- 
chaeological  research in the  northwest provinces, using 
modem scientific processes  and  encouraged by  wide participa- 
tion  on the part of the local  populations  passionately  interested 
in the  search for their origins.69 This research increases our 
knowledge of the extent of civilization of these pre-Roman 
peoples  and their long  contacts  with the Mediterranean  world70 
as well  as  of  the  intensity  of  the  occupation  and  exploitation  of 
the  regions  incorporated in the Empire, and  the  Romanizing 
procedures which ended, in the most successful cases, in a 
merging of the two cultures. Studies in historical  geography 
and t~ponymy,~‘ and aerial archaeological discoveries, reveal 
the traces of military conquest in the country~ide.~~ Recent 
research  has  uncovered evidence of types of exploitation  long 
unsuspected  because of the nature of the remains, such as fish- 
eries, salt production, and salting indu~tr ies .~~ These finds 
specifically  concern sea and trade voyages:  the  painstaking  in- 
spection of the coasts,74 of the  discovery of sea of 
oceanographic data,76 of ports  and their topography,77  and  of 
prehistoric relics78 of Celtic79 or Romaneo vessels are all 
further exemplified by ongoing  ethnographic  studies .SI 
Underwater archaeology, though difficult to carry out in the 
ocean, shows a very early triangular relationship (from the 
second  century A.D.)~* between  Britain  and  the  provinces  at  the 
mouth of the  Rhine.83  Maps  which  show in detail the distribu- 
tion  of  these finds, such as  the porous ceramics or “ckramique 
a 1’~5ponge”,~~ allow us to understand  these trade exchanges 
and their evolution as well  as the conquest itself.e5 
2) The researcher of classical antiquity is directly  concerned 
not  only  with  all  that  touches  upon  the late Roman Empire and 
its  destruction by the  waves  of  invasions,  but also with certain 
threads which draw him  to the early Middle  Ages,  particularly 
the history  of  the Christianization of these  provinces  and  the 
transcribing of the  native  myths by the Irish monks.86 
This rapid  survey of sources leaves us  with the  impression 
that, although gaps do occur, there is a certain continuity. 
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